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Mactac Europe  
Boulevard Kennedy, B-7060 Soignies, Belgium 
Tel.: +32 (0) 67 346 211 | Fax: +32 (0) 67 330 574 
Email: mactac.europe@mactac.eu | www.mactac.eu
Mactac is a brand of Avery Dennison.
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Paint protection film 
The Mactac adhesive solution  
for long term car protection   

Crystal Protect 150
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Ultra clear and highly durable, Crystal Protect 150 is designed to protect your car body  

against day to day attacks. Its self-healing properties ensure a glossy finish at all times:  

sunlight or other heat source will repair small scratches made on Crystal Protect 150 film.  

Crystal Protect 150 is simply the ultimate protection for your car paintwork.

Two versions of Crystal Protect 150: one without casting sheet and one with casting sheet  

to maintain the highest possible gloss level until application, even if the product is transported  

to overseas regions.

Product specificationsCrystal Protect 150
Polyurethane  

Film 
150 µm 8 years 

durability
PET Liner  

Advantages:

  Optimum protection against stone chips, 

scratches, vandalism, pollution, and 

corrosion. 

  Practically invisible once applied, thanks to its 

exceptional transparency. 

  The film does not yellow and requires no 

specific treatment or maintenance. 

  UV resistant, without filtering the rays to 

avoid colour differences between covered 

and non-covered sections.

Door Edge
Protect against chips and marks 
that occur in Car Parks

Wing Mirrors Wheel Arch

BonnetHeadlight
Protect against chips without 
decrease in lighting

Hatchback Edge
Protect against scratches caused  
by the low ceiling in Car Parks

A Pillar

Rear Bumper 
Protect against chips and marks  
caused by sports bags, shopping, etc.

Boot Ledge 
Protect against chips and marks  
caused by sports bags, shopping, etc.

Petrol Flap
Protect against chips and marks  
due to constant use

 
Door sills

Door Handle Cup
Protect against marks  
from jewellery and key scratches

 
 Wings

 
Front Bumper
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